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Abstract 
The complexity, robustness, image quality as well as bit rate and power consumption issues of  adaptive 
multi-media communicators are addressed. The proposed robust, moderate complexity motion-compensated 
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) based image communicator provides an image peak signal-to-noise ratio 
(PSNR) of  38 dB at an average bit rate of  about  25 kbitsls.  Bandwidth efficient adaptive 16 or  64-level 
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) combined with embedded low-complexity binary Bose-Chaudhuri- 
Hocquenghem (BCH) forward error correction (FEC) coding is deployed. Our proposed 65-10 kBd adaptive 
multimedia communicator adjusts the number of modulation levels,'the image and FEC codec parameters 
as well as other system algorithms in order to meet time-varying optimisation criteria. The DCT/BCH/l6- 
QAM and DCTIBCHI64-QAM schemes provide nearly unimpaired image quality for channel SNRs in excess 
of  30 dB and 40  dB, respectively. 
1  Introduction 
It is anticipated that the near future will witness  the integration of computation and communication in the 
form of highly intelligent shirt pocket sized multi-media communicators that are well endowed with computing 
power, memory and networking facilitis, in order to  serve business and, ultimately, personal users on the move. 
Some elements of this system, such as portable personal computers or personal mobile radio voice and data 
communicators are already commercially available, but have not yet shrunk to pocket calculator size and require 
bulky batteries. 
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Figure 1:  Integrated Multi-media Network 
The multi-media personal stations (PS) seen in Figure 1 communicate with each other using both audio and 
video information.  They can also access a variety of professional and commercial data bases via the wireless 
base station (BS) [I]. The advantages of accessing dynamically changing traffic data or transport schedules, 
frequently updated banking or other business information, stock lists, etc.  while on the move are obvious. 
Future applications are in the area of electronic signatures or person identification by voice recognition, etc. 
Depending on the user's  wish, computations can be carried out locally in case of network congestion or while 
roaming in a poorly covered communications cell. More computationally intensive tasks can be run on central 